
Chapter 5 
Real Time Interfacing Real Time Interfacing 

(Analogue Input and Output)



Analog to Digital Converter

• An analog-to-digital converter (ADC, A/D, or A to D) 

is a device that converts a continuous physical 

quantity (usually voltage) to a digital number that 

represents the quantity's amplitude.



Analog Interface
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Analogue Interface
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Analogue Interface
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ADC use consideration 

(wiki)
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ATMEGA328 Analog 

Interface Registers 

�ADMUX – ADC Multiplexer Selection Register

�ADCSRA – ADC Control and Status Register A

�ADCSRB – ADC Control and Status Register B�ADCSRB – ADC Control and Status Register B

�ADCH & ADCL – ADC Data Register

�DIDRO – Digital Input Disable Register 0
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ADMUX
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ADMUX…
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ADCSRA
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ADCSRA…
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ADCL & ADCH
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ADCL & ADCH…
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ADCSRB
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DIDRO
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Sample C code for ADC
#include <avr/io.h>

int adc_value; //Variable used to store the value read from the ADC converter

int main(void){

DDRB |= (1<<PB5); ///PB5/digital 13 is an output

ADCSRA |= ((1<<ADPS2)|(1<<ADPS1)|(1<<ADPS0)); //Prescaler at 128 so we have an 125Khz clock source

ADMUX |= (1<<REFS0);

ADMUX &= ~(1<<REFS1); //Avcc(+5v) as voltage reference

ADCSRB &= ~((1<<ADTS2)|(1<<ADTS1)|(1<<ADTS0)); //ADC in free-running mode

ADCSRA |= (1<<ADATE); //Signal source, in this case is the free-runningADCSRA |= (1<<ADATE); //Signal source, in this case is the free-running

ADCSRA |= (1<<ADEN); //Power up the ADC

ADCSRA |= (1<<ADSC); //Start converting

for(;;){ //The infinite loop

adc_value = ADCW; //Read the ADC value, really that's just it

if(adc_value > 512){

PORTB |= (1<<PB5); //If ADC value is above 512 turn led on

}

else {

PORTB &= ~(1<<PB5); //Else turn led off

}

}

return 0;

}
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UNO Analogue Interface
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Arduino Analogue Library 

analogueRead (int pin)

analogueWrite (int pin)

20

analogueReference(type) 

** Refer to examples from arduino.cc for details
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Analogue Input

Example 1
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Analogue Input 

Example 1…
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const int inPin = 0; // analog pin

void loop()

{

int value = analogRead(inPin);

float millivolts = (value / 1024.0) * 3300; //3.3V analog input

float celsius = millivolts / 10; // sensor output is 10mV per degree Celsius

Measuring Temperature 

with calibration

float celsius = millivolts / 10; // sensor output is 10mV per degree Celsius

delay(1000); // wait for one second

}
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const int potPin = 0; // select the input pin 
for the potentiometer

void loop() {

int val; // The value coming from the sensor

int percent; // The mapped value

val = analogRead(potPin); // read the voltage 

Analog Input and scaling

val = analogRead(potPin); // read the voltage 
on the pot (val ranges from 0 to 1023)

percent = map(val,0,1023,0,100); // percent 
will range from 0 to 100.
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Analogue Output

• A  digital-to-analog converter (DAC, D/A, D2A or D-to-A) is a function that 

converts digital data (usually binary) into an analog signal (current, 

voltage, or electric charge). 

• Unlike analog signals, digital data can be transmitted, manipulated, and 

stored without degradation, albeit with more complex equipment. But a 

DAC is needed to convert the digital signal to analog to drive an earphone 

or loudspeaker amplifier in order to produce soundor loudspeaker amplifier in order to produce sound

• There are several DAC architectures; the suitability of a DAC for a 

particular application is determined by six main parameters: physical size, 

power consumption, resolution, speed, accuracy, cost. 

• Due to the complexity and the need for precisely matched components, all 

but the most specialist DACs are implemented as integrated circuits (ICs). 

• Digital-to-analog conversion can degrade a signal, so a DAC should be 

specified that has insignificant errors in terms of the application.



Analogue Output

• A Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Signal is a method for generating an 

analog signal using a digital source. 

• A PWM signal consists of two main components that define its behavior: a 

duty cycle and a frequency. 

• The duty cycle describes the amount of time the signal is in a high (on) 

state as a percentage of the total time of it takes to complete one cycle.state as a percentage of the total time of it takes to complete one cycle.

• The frequency determines how fast the PWM completes a cycle (i.e. 1000 

Hz would be 1000 cycles per second), and therefore how fast it switches 

between high and low states. 

• By cycling a digital signal off and on at a fast enough rate, and with a 

certain duty cycle, the output will appear to behave like a constant voltage 

analog signal when providing power to devices.
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Duty Cycle
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Application Example 
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analogWrite()

• Writes an analog value (PWM wave) to a pin. Can be used to light a LED at varying 

brightnesses or drive a motor at various speeds. 

• After a call to analogWrite(), the pin will generate a steady square wave of the specified duty 

cycle until the next call to analogWrite() (or a call to digitalRead() or digitalWrite() on the 

same pin). The frequency of the PWM signal on most pins is approximately 490 Hz. On the 

Uno and similar boards, pins 5 and 6 have a frequency of approximately 980 Hz. Pins 3 and 11 

on the Leonardo also run at 980 Hz. 

• On most Arduino boards (those with the ATmega168 or ATmega328), this function works on 

pins 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11. On the Arduino Mega, it works on pins 2 - 13 and 44 - 46. 

• The Arduino Due supports analogWrite() on pins 2 through 13, plus pins DAC0 and DAC1. 

Unlike the PWM pins, DAC0 and DAC1 are Digital to Analog converters, and act as true analog 

outputs. 

• You do not need to call pinMode() to set the pin as an output before calling analogWrite(). 

• The analogWrite function has nothing to do with the analog pins or the analogRead function. 

• Syntax: analogWrite(pin, value) 

• Parameters: pin: the pin to write to. 

value: the duty cycle: between 0 (always off) and 255 (always on). 



/*

Analog Input

Demonstrates analog input by reading an analog sensor on 

analog pin 0 and turning on and off a light emitting 

diode(LED)  connected to digital pin 13. The amount of 

time the LED will be on and off depends on the value 

obtained by analogRead(). 

The circuit:

* Potentiometer attached to analog input 0

Analogue Output –

Example 2
int sensorPin = A0;    // select the input pin for the potentiometer

int ledPin = 13;      // select the pin for the LED

int sensorValue = 0;  // variable to store the value coming from the 

sensor

void setup() {

// declare the ledPin as an OUTPUT:

pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);  

}

* center pin of the potentiometer to the analog pin

* one side pin (either one) to ground

* the other side pin to +5V

* LED anode (long leg) attached to digital output 13

* LED cathode (short leg) attached to ground

* Note: because most Arduinos have a built-in LED attached 

to pin 13 on the board, the LED is optional.

http://arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/AnalogInput

*/

30

}

void loop() {

// read the value from the sensor:

sensorValue = analogRead(sensorPin);    

// turn the ledPin on

digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH);  

// stop the program for <sensorValue> milliseconds:

delay(sensorValue);          

// turn the ledPin off:        

digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW);   

// stop the program for for <sensorValue> milliseconds:

delay(sensorValue);                  

}
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/*  Analog input, analog output, serial output

Reads an analog input pin, maps the result to a range from 0 to 255 and uses the 

result to set the pulsewidth modulation (PWM) of an output pin. Also prints 

the results to the serial monitor.

The circuit: potentiometer connected to analog pin 0.   Center pin of the 

potentiometer goes to the analog pin.   side pins of the potentiometer go to 

+5V and ground. LED connected from digital pin 9 to ground

*/

// These constants won't change.  They're used to give names

// to the pins used:

Analogue Output –

Example 2…
void setup() {

Serial.begin(9600); // initialize serial communications at 9600 bps:
}

void loop() {

// read the analog in value:

sensorValue = analogRead(analogInPin);            

// map it to the range of the analog out:

outputValue = map(sensorValue, 0, 1023, 0, 255);  

// change the analog out value:

** Refer to examples from arduino.cc for details

const int analogInPin = A0;  // Analog input pin that the potentiometer is attached 

const int analogOutPin = 9; // Analog output pin that the LED is attached to

int sensorValue = 0;        // value read from the pot

int outputValue = 0;        // value output to the PWM (analog out)

// change the analog out value:

analogWrite(analogOutPin, outputValue);           

// print the results to the serial monitor:

Serial.print("sensor = " );                       

Serial.print(sensorValue);      

Serial.print("\t output = ");      

Serial.println(outputValue);   

// wait 2 milliseconds before the next loop

// for the analog-to-digital converter to settle

// after the last reading:

delay(2);                     

}
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/* Fading. This example shows how to fade an LED using the analogWrite() function.  The circuit: * LED attached from digital pin 9 to 

ground. http://arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/Fading */

int ledPin = 9;    // LED connected to digital pin 9

void setup()  { 

// nothing happens in setup 

} 

void loop()  { 

// fade in from min to max in increments of 5 points:

for(int fadeValue = 0 ; fadeValue <= 255; fadeValue +=5) { 

Analogue Output –

Example 3** Refer to examples from arduino.cc for details

for(int fadeValue = 0 ; fadeValue <= 255; fadeValue +=5) { 

// sets the value (range from 0 to 255):

analogWrite(ledPin, fadeValue);         

// wait for 30 milliseconds to see the dimming effect    

delay(30);                            

} 

// fade out from max to min in increments of 5 points:

for(int fadeValue = 255 ; fadeValue >= 0; fadeValue -=5) { 

// sets the value (range from 0 to 255):

analogWrite(ledPin, fadeValue);         

// wait for 30 milliseconds to see the dimming effect    

delay(30);                            

} 

}
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Analog Output-LED Dimming Using Loop 

Structure
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void loop() {

sensorValue = analogRead(analogInPin); // read the analog in value

ledLevel = map(sensorValue, 0, 1023, 0, NoLEDs); // map to the number of LEDs

for (int i = 0; i < NoLEDs; i++)

{

if (i < ledLevel ) {

digitalWrite(ledPins[i], LED_ON); // turn on pins less than the level

}

else {

digitalWrite(ledPins[i], LED_OFF); // turn off pins higher than the level:

Analog output: Creating a 

bar graph using LEDs

digitalWrite(ledPins[i], LED_OFF); // turn off pins higher than the level:

}

}

}
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Exercise 1



Exercise 2



Exercise 3



Exercise 4
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200.00 umols-1m-2 per 

mili volt
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Summing Amplifier
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